
Fashion@Work(sheets)



CATEGORY BUSINESS BUSINESS CASUAL COCKTAIL

TOP 3-5 blouses 

2-3 dresses 

Blazer and/or jacket 

1-2 sweaters

1-2 casual dresses 

2-3 tees 

Blazer and/or jacket

2-3 blouses and/or sweaters

1-2 cocktail dresses and/
or cocktail suits 

BOTTOM 2-4 skirts and/or pants 1-3 skirts and/or

nice jeans and/or pants 

SHOES 2-3 heels and/or boots Boots and/or sandals  and/or other Heels

ACCESSORIES 1-2 belts 

1-3 scarfs/pashminas 

Large purse 

Cool bag and/or secondary clutch Dressy clutch

UNDER Undies 

Bra(s)

Hose and/or tights

Slip and/or cami

Undies 

Bra(s)

Hose and/or tights

Slip and/or cami

Undies 

Bra(s)

Hose and/or tights

Slip and/or cami

OVER Trench coat

Winter coat

Dressy coat, statement 
piece

I like to think of my wardrobe as a series of color collections. Base colors might be black or navy or gray or even brown or 
cream. Once you dig into creating a color-based collection, it’s important to build it out in a way that’s complete. In order to 
make the most of your investment in, say, a black collection, you should be comprehensive, investing not only in core pieces 
like basic black dresses and pants, but also the continuum of shoes along with belts and other accessories like scarves or 
wraps, jackets and coats. This approach enables you to create the best and most looks over time across several scenarios 
(business, casual, cocktail) for the least amount of investment. It also makes life easier and faster by reducing choices and 
creating more pre-baked things that just work together.

To make this even more concrete, I wanted to provide a framework that clarifies all the pieces that are needed to complete an 
investment portfolio. Before you start a new “fund” (e.g., creating a navy collection in addition to your black one), ensure you 
can check the box around all of these pieces. Spend more on your core puzzle to ensure you maximize the return on what you 
already own before you get distracted by a shiny new object that takes you in a direction you’re not ready to support. If you’re 
looking to shake things up, figure out how to extend with new colors (e.g., creams, reds) that will work with any base so that 
you can realize a return in the short run while also working new, additional Fashion Storyboards that you might initiate over the 
longer term (e.g., you started with black and then later introduce a navy collection, but the reds, creams, and pinks might be 
injected into both).

FASHION STORYBOARD 



CATEGORY EXAMPLE ITEMS ITEM DESCRIPTION BIZ CASUAL FIT SPEED FORM & 

FUNCTION

VALUE  & 

LONGEVITY

GRAND 

TOTAL

TOPS Blouse

Dress

Blazer/jacket 

Sweater

BOTTOMS Skirt/pants

SHOES Heels/boots 

ACCESSORIES Belt

Scarf/pashmina

Large purse

UNDER Undies 

Bra(s)

Hose/tights

Slip/cami

OVER Trench coat

Winter coat

COLLECTION DESCRIPTION: BLACK, NAVY, OR OTHER GENRE OBJECTIVES

Optimizing your portfolio isn’t just about accumulating. It’s also about pruning or cutting things that aren’t working, 
continuously evaluating what’s in your Fashion Storyboard, honing all the pieces, and eliminating what’s not providing 
a return for one reason or another (e.g., color or fit just aren’t working for you).

Use this Scorecard to audit what you have and determine your go-forward investment strategy based on the 
strengths and weaknesses of your existing portfolio. Consider this framework while staring at your closet and map 
(literally or mentally) your pieces into the worksheet. Based on where you have coverage, or not, you’ll be able to 
derive a clear sense of where you can invest to complete your puzzle and make your existing portfolio more profitable.

FASHION SCORECARD 



I always forget something—always—even though I’m a super seasoned traveler. It 
might be underwear or a toothbrush or bras or a pair of shoes that match my outfit. 
So, I’m finally doing what I’ve wanted to do for years—creating a simple chart that we 
can easily stow in our suitcases and quickly reference to do a mental double check that 
everything is included and all set to go. 

CATEGORY DAY EVENING WORKOUT NIGHT

TOP Blouse

Dress

Blazer

Jacket

Sweater

T-shirt

Cocktail dress

Blazer

Jacket

Sweater

T-shirt or tank PJs

BOTTOM Skirt

Pants

Jeans Shorts

Leggings

SHOES Heels

Comfortable 
boots (or other 
shoes that look 
nice but are 
comfortable for 
one mile+)

Boots

Sandals

Other

Sneakers

ACCESSORIES Belt

Scarf/pashmina

Large purse

Small clutch Headset

Jump rope

Resistance 
bands

Slides

UNDER Undies 

Bra(s)

Hose/tights

Slip/cami

Undies 

Bra(s)

Hose/tights

Slip/cami

Sports bra

Undies

Socks 

Socks

OVER Trench coat

Winter coat

Half zip

Jacket/vest 
(outside/inside?)

EVERYTHING ELSE

Boarding pass & ID

Toothbrush

Toothpaste

Shampoo

Conditioner

Lotion

Razor

Deodorant

Skincare/face stuff

Makeup

Comb

Brush(es)

Hair products

Medication

Band-Aids

Grooming tools

Tampons

Eyeglasses 

Sunglasses 

Contact lenses 

Computer, charger, and bag

Electronics (cell phone 
charger, headphones, etc.)

Umbrella 

Snacks and gum

THE FASHION ROAD WARRIOR PACKING LIST 



WARM UPS ARM/SHOULDERS CORE/ABSCARDIO LEGS/BUTTINSKI STRETCH

Pick any 
item(s) in 

the Cardio 
section and 

do for 5 
minutes

Push-ups Front plank

5 min @ start 1 min set x 4 sets
1 min rest in 

between

1 min set x 4 sets
1 min rest in 

between

1 min set x 4 sets
1 min rest in 

between

1 min set x 4 sets
1 min rest in 

between

5 min @ end

Jumping jacks Squats (go deep, 
on heels)

Wall stretches 
front (for arms 
and shoulders)

Burpees

High knees & 
butt kicks

Crab walk & 
bear crawl

Mountain 
climbers

Jump rope 
(ideally 
weighted)

Dips

Plank up & downs

Pull-ups

Superman

Curls (fi nd a make-
shift dumb bell)

Rows (fi nd a bar)

Lunges (knees 
should touch 
ground)

Glute bridge 
(alternate leg(s) 
up)

Wall sits
Resistance 

band forward & 
backward walk (get 
low!)

Resistance band 
side walk (get low!)

Resistance band 
horizontal jumping 
jacks

Side plank

Wall plank - knees 
to elbows

Knees to chest (on 
your back)

Bicycle sit-ups

Side to sides (on 
your back)

High plank, leg 
through to side 
plank

Wall stretches 
back (for arms and 
shoulders)

On your back, cross 
knees over each 
side (for your back)

Sit with one leg 
bent in front of you 
and one stretched 
behind, lie forward

Sit with one leg 
bent in front of you 
and one stretched 
behind, lie backward

Downward dog 
walk out and back 
(hammies, glutes)

Stand in super deep 
squat on heels 
and hold (for hips, 
glutes)

Running stairs

Complete the worksheet by circling the 
activities that you combined and executed 
as well as the timing. Keep them together 
over time to create a journal.

•  •  •

One puzzle round = ~30 minutes. If you 
have more time, pick a different combo and 
go an hour.  If you only have 15 minutes, 
limit it to 2 sets and cut the warm up and 
stretching in half.

NO EQUIPMENT? NO PROBLEM! 
DATE:

TOTAL TIME:

I FELT GOOD ABOUT:

I WANT TO IMPROVE:

WORKOUT SELF-SCORE:
1= weakest, 10= strongest. Circle one.

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8      9     1 0



WARM UPS ARM/SHOULDERS CORE/ABSCARDIO LEGS/BUTTINSKI STRETCH

Do a bit 
of active 

stretching 
to get 

your blood 
fl owing (like 
what you see 
football and 
basketball 

players doing 
before a 
game)

Lateral pulldown Big rope swings

5 min @ start 10 minutes each, 
pick 2

3 sets - 1st = 20reps, 
2nd = 15reps, 3rd = 

10reps

3 sets - 1st = 20reps, 
2nd = 15reps, 3rd = 

10reps

3 sets - 1st = 20reps, 
2nd = 15reps, 3rd = 

10reps

5 min @ end

Rowing machine 
(sprint 20 sec, slow 
10 sec, repeat)

Squat machine with 
weights

Wall stretches 
front (for arms 
and shoulders)

Spin bike (sprint 
high tension 
standing)

Stair climber 
(incorporate back 
kicks - out and 
across)

Elliptical

Jump rope 
(ideally 
weighted, varied 
moves)

Treadmill (sprint 
30 sec, slower jog 
30 sec, repeat) 

Bicep curls with 
dumbells

Tricep extension 

with dumbell

Weight lifted over 
head

Weighted rope 
push down

Bench presses with 
weights

Leg press machine 
with weights

Glute weight in 
and out

Lunges with 
weights

Leg push behind 
machine

Stability ball glute 
bridge ups

Bosu ball knees to 
elbows

Side plank with 
barbell

Bosu ball 
weighted sit up

Kettle bell swings

Wall ball throws 
with weighted 
ball

Military crawl

Tire fl ip

Wall stretches 
back (for arms and 
shoulders)

On your back, cross 
knees over each 
side (for your back)

Sit with one leg 
bent in front of you 
and one stretched 
behind, lie forward

Sit with one leg 
bent in front of you 
and one stretched 
behind, lie backward

Downward dog 
walk out and back 
(hammies, glutes)

Stand in super deep 
squat on heels 
and hold (for hips, 
glutes)

Track & stairs 
(sprint stairs 
double, run 
track, repeat)

Complete the worksheet by circling 
the activities that you combined and 
executed as well as the timing. Keep 
them together over time to create a 
journal or track online in our Women@
Work(outs) Find Your Fit app.

•  •  •

One puzzle round = ~30 minutes. If you 
have more time, pick a different combo 
and go an hour. 
If you only have 15 minutes, limit it to 2 
sets and cut the warm up and stretching 
in half.

WITH EQUIPMENT
DATE:

TOTAL TIME:

I FELT GOOD ABOUT:

I WANT TO IMPROVE:

WORKOUT SELF-SCORE:
1= weakest, 10= strongest. Circle one.

1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8      9     1 0

Flies with weights


